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Abstract: The Liquid-Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) spatial light modulator (SLM) has been used in
wavelength selective switch (WSS) systems since the 1990s. However, most of the LCoS devices used
for WSS systems have a pixel size larger than 6 µm. Although there are some negative physical effects
related to smaller pixel sizes, the benefits of more available ports, larger spatial bandwidth, improved
resolution, and the compactness of the whole system make the latest generation LCoS microdisplays
highly appealing as the core component in WSS systems. In this review work, three specifications of
the WSS system including response time, crosstalk and insertion loss, and optimization directions
are discussed. With respect to response time, the achievements of liquid crystal material are briefly
surveyed. For the study of crosstalk and insertion loss, related physical effects and their relation to the
crosstalk or insertion loss are discussed in detail, preliminary experimental study for these physical
effects based on a small pixel LCoS SLM device (GAEA device, provided by Holoeye, 3.74 µm
pixel pitch, 10 megapixel resolution, telecom) is first performed, which helps with predicting and
optimizing the performance of a WSS system with a small pixel size SLM. In the last part, the trend
of LCoS devices for future WSS modules is discussed based on the performance of the GAEA device.
Tradeoffs between multiple factors are illustrated. In this work, we present the first study, to our
knowledge, of the possible application of a small pixel sized SLM as a switching component in a
WSS system.
Keywords: phase only liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS); spatial light modulator (SLM); wavelength
selective switch (WSS); computer-generated hologram (CGH); crosstalk
1. Introduction
In recent years, liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) [1,2] displays have become the most attractive
micro-displays for all sorts of spatial light modulation (SLM) applications, as in diffractive optics [3],
optical storage [4], optical metrology [5], reconfigurable interconnects [6,7], quantum optical
computing [8], and wave shaper technology for optical signal processing and signal monitoring [9],
thanks to their very high spatial resolution, very high light efficiency, and their phase-only modulation
capability [10,11]. In this article, we focus on the characteristics of LCoS SLM for wavelength selective
switch (WSS) systems used in reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADM) in wavelength
division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks.
The ROADM is the current promising solution for further increasing the traffic capacity of
telecommunication systems [12]. In this type of network, adding or dropping a wavelength for
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information access or rerouting another path in the network is an essential function. The WSS is a
sub-system of the ROADM and now a widely used optical switch for this application. Current
commercial products such as WSS based on LCoS [13] and micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) [14] are dominating the market. WSS with LCoS is based on a ‘disperse-and-select’ structure in
which the incoming WDM channels are dispersed into a single wavelength channel and then redirected
by LCoS with programmable grating patterns on it (1 × N WSS) to enable an add and drop function.
More types of WSS such as thermo-optic switches [15] and semiconductor optical amplifier switches
(SOA) [16] are also under investigation by researchers.
Next generation ROADM is required to be colorless, directionless, and contentionless (CDC).
In addition, flex-grid [17,18] is a highly valued aspect, which can be easily implemented with LCoS
technology and pixilated MEMS chips. Besides, LCoS is also commercially economic and can be
flexibly programmed, which enables other functions such as wavelength filtering, variable attenuation
for individual wavelength channels and individual output ports (one way is to misalign the output
coupling position), compensation of group delay ripple [19], and chromatic dispersion (CD) [20]. Thus,
WSS based on LCoS is considered to be very promising.
However, challenging questions also arise in order to have a better performance of the WSS
system. In Section 2, we discuss three important specifications of WSS; response time, crosstalk, and
insertion loss. The related fundamental physics of LCoS and their relation to crosstalk and insertion
loss are introduced and theoretically analyzed first, and then some experiments are designed and
implemented with the latest Holoeye GAEA device (pixel size 3.74 µm) in order to verify these effects.
In Section 3, the trend of LCoS devices for future WSS modules is discussed. Section 4 concludes
the paper.
2. Analysis on LCoS for the WSS System
For the WSS system, response time, crosstalk, and insertion loss are important specifications [21].
Therefore, in this section, we first introduce to the reader these specifications and study the related
physical effects behind them theoretically and experimentally. This study helps to bridge the gap
between LCoS SLM (especially for novel small pixel displays) and its application in WSS systems.
For the experiments, we use the latest LCoS device, GAEA from Holoeye, which has a very small pixel
size of 3.74 µm, because such small pixel device has never been investigated for WSS applications
according to our best knowledge. The analysis and evaluation of a small pixel device in the following
section provides researchers with new possible directions for WSS development.
The LCoS device uses the electrically modulated optical properties of liquid crystals (LCs) to
enable amplitude, phase, or polarization modulation of the incident light. The LCoS devices provided
in the commercial market are reflective and composed of pixels coated with aluminum mirrors on
the silicon backplane. The applied voltage on each pixel is individually controlled by the integrated
driving circuitry underneath the aluminum mirrors on the silicon backplane.
Basically, amplitude or phase modulation of light is used in LCoS SLM. In the former case, the
amplitude modulation is enabled by projecting the output state of polarization onto an output linear
polarizer. This was the case with previous liquid crystal display (LCD) technologies or, in general,
with liquid crystal related devices when used in display applications [22,23]. In the application of
WSS systems, phase modulation is preferred for better light usage efficiency. In this case with parallel
aligned devices (which also applies to the GAEA device), this is possible when light incident onto
the device is linearly polarized along the director axis of the LC molecules. Then, by controlling the
birefringence of the LC molecule electrically, the phase delay of the incident beam is adjusted. However
this process needs to be carefully characterized [24–27] (see Phase Flicker in Section 2.2.1, where one
characterization method related to the flicker measurement function is introduced to the reader).
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The following equation shows how the phase of light is being modulated by a parallel aligned
nematic LCoS SLM (GAEA device):
ϕ =
2pi
λ
(ne(v)− n0), (1)
where ϕ represents the phase, λ is the wavelength in use, ne(v) is the extraordinary refractive index of
LC as a function of the voltage, n0 is the ordinary refractive index, and v is the voltage applied to the
LC layer.
2.1. Response Time
Liquid Crystals constitute of a state of mater intermediate between flowing liquids and ordered
solids [10]. They are organic molecules and exhibit distinct phases as a function of ordering, such as
nematic or smectic phases, and some compounds may show ferroelectric properties. The viscosity
of smectic LC is significantly higher than that of nematic LC, which results in a slower response
time. Also, high driving voltage and heat are required for the deformation and recovery process.
Ferroelectric LC is also appealing for phase-only applications [28,29]. This material has a fast response
(10–100 µs); however it only enables binary phase modulation (i.e., only two phase levels are available),
and when applied in WSS the switching loss is relatively high (−2.2 dB). In general, nematic LC is
more mature and has found widespread use for phase modulation in LCoS, both in research and in
commercial products. With eight phase levels for the blazed grating, the theoretical loss for WSS can
be as low as only −13 dB, and its reconfiguration time is on scale of 10–100 ms [30].
For its electro-optical application, it is not only important to consider the LC type but also the
LC cell geometry. The incident light could be modulated differently depending on how the voltage
is applied to the LC layer. Several electro-optic structures have been tested and evaluated, such
as twisted nematic [31], hybrid field effect in nematic LC [32], electrically controlled birefringence
(ECB) [33,34], surface-stabilized ferroelectric LC (SSFLC) [35–37], vertically aligned nematic (VAN),
and optical compensated birefringence (OCB). Table 1 in the following provides the pros and cons for
each Electro-Optic LC structure, from which we see that the zero-twisted ECB mode is advantageous
over other solutions in the phase only application.
Table 1. Pros and cons for different liquid crystal (LC) cell structures.
Various Types of
Electro-Optic LC Structures Pros and Cons
Twisted nematic
(TN) configuration
Complicated precise phase level representation in phase-only
hologram due to coupled amplitude and phase
VAN configuration Slow response time; High threshold voltage
Zero-twisted ECB Delayed response time in relaxation; Suitable for phase-only light modulation
Optical compensated
birefringence (OCB)
Faster response; Smaller phase modulation depth compared with ECB or TN;
Higher curing temperature degrades the reflectivity of aluminum surface
Surface-stabilized
ferroelectric LC (SSFLC) Low light usage efficiency [38]; Large quantization noise [39]
With zero-twisted ECB LCoS, the response time is then mainly dependent on the thickness of
the display [40], with an inversely quadratic dependence between the two parameters. For an equal
optical path length, typically the thickness for a reflective display is half of that of a transmissive
one. Thus, by minimizing the thickness of the display through increasing the birefringence of the
LC material, the response time of the device could be shortened. However we should also keep in
mind that the thickness of the display is also closely related to other physical effects described in the
following section. Further reduction of the response time of the whole system could also be done
through optimization of the driving electronics.
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One interesting research result shows that a new material, field induced polymer stabilized
blue phase liquid crystal (PSBPLC), has a large potential for its application in phase only display.
Fast response time on the timescale of sub-milliseconds and a polarization independent modulation
feature [41] make this material highly attractive for its application in future SLM.
2.2. Crosstalk
A schematic drawing of the WSS is shown to the reader in Figure 1. The spectral elements of a
dense wavelength multiplexing signal from one input fiber are switched to multiple output ports by
the phase grating written on the LCoS.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of 1 × K wavelength selective switch (WSS) system.
The input port is labeled 1, and the output ports are labeled 2, 3, and 4 separately. Light coming
from the input fiber first goes though polarization diversity optics and separates into two co-polarized
beams. The anamorphic optics expand the beam into an elliptical beam spot. The input light is then
spread by a dispersive element (gratings) into angularly separated wavelengths. Then the angular
separation is transformed to spatial separation by the Fourier lens. The collimated light is then
modulated by the phase grating on the LCoS display. Different wavelengths are projected into different
parts of the LCoS display, as shown in Figure 1. The diffraction grating again recombines all different
wavelength diffracted by the LCoS onto individual output ports. In this way, different wavelengths
are being selectively routed to any selected output ports.
The crosstalk [42] is the light intensity leaked to the non-selected output port; in other words, the
lights diffracted to other orders, except the first order, and coupled into the non-selected output ports
are considered as crosstalk for the system.
Crosstalk can be divided into two levels; the device and the system level. On the device level,
the crosstalk is closely related to the diffraction efficiency of the blazed grating written on the LCoS.
Due to the imperfection of the hologram on the LCoS, higher orders are unintentionally coupled to the
output ports. On the system level, the crosstalk is related to the coupling characteristic of the optical
components, such as output fiber position, lens aperture, field spot on the LCoS, grating pitch, and
so on. In order to reduce the crosstalk, the coupling efficiency for higher (m 6= 1) diffraction orders
should be low. Table 2 is an overview of the classification of crosstalk, more detailed study on this part
is provided in the following section with experimentally verification on the GAEA device.
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Table 2. Classification of crosstalk.
Definition Physical Phenomenon Compensation Method
Device level crosstalk Crosstalk induced by theLCoS’ physical effects
Phase flicker
Fringing field effect Voltage optimization method
System level
crosstalk
Crosstalk induced by other
features of WSS system
Output fiber position,
Lens aperture, Field spot
on the LCoS, Grating
pitch, Shape of pulse
Computer Generated
Hologram(CGH), Wavefront
encoding, Pulse shaping,
Filtering out higher orders
2.2.1. Device Level Crosstalk
The LCoS SLMs can only display a quantized phase and spatial profile, approximating an ideal
blazed grating due to the finite pixel size (spatial quantization) and due to the limited available phase
values (phase quantization). Higher orders (m 6= 1) are generated and unintentionally coupled to other
output positions, which is denoted as static crosstalk. Not only the quantization of phase and pixel,
but also other physical effects such as fringing field effect, phase flicker, and device non-uniformity,
would induce an error in the phase profile. Such deviation from an ideal blazed grating would thus
generate higher orders, i.e., static crosstalk.
Another kind of crosstalk occurring only during switching is called transient crosstalk [43,44].
During switching, the phase pattern is not controlled intentionally; thus for a short time period, the
transiently generated diffraction orders will be coupled to other output ports. Mitigation approaches
have been proposed, such as inserting an intermediate phase pattern with an un-periodic pattern
between the start and end gratings of the switching process or using the complex addressing sequence
during the switching [45]. These approaches address the fundamental cause of the transient crosstalk
by disturbing the periodic phase structure so that the light is randomly scattered instead of diffracted
during switching
In order to fully understand where the static crosstalk comes from and how it could be reduced,
the LCoS device, GAEA from Holoeye [46] (10 megapixels resolution, pixel size 3.74 µm, digitally
addressed backplane), is studied, calibrated for wavelength 1550 nm (with default voltage setting for
the low and high electrode levels to be 0.5 and 1.5 volts). Below, two physical phenomena, phase flicker
and fringing field effect, are illustrated and their relations with device level crosstalk are discussed.
Phase Flicker
A digital pulse width modulation scheme is used in current displays as the driving sequence
for representing different gray levels [47,48]. Due to the finite viscosity of the LC molecules, the
time-averaged voltage is observable for LC molecules, which is related to phase representation;
however, the superimposed pulse modulation pattern produces certain fluctuation in the orientation of
the LC molecules, which leads to the flicker [49] on the beam of light. This effect could be detrimental
for images as the gray level is drifting around the desired value; thus such uncertainty could reduce
the diffraction efficiency of gratings [50]. By using a higher frequency for the driving sequence, the
flicker amplitude can be reasonably reduced, which is also demonstrated by Martínez et al. for visible
bandwidth [51].
Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for flicker measurement, in which linearly polarized light
vibrating at 45◦ with respect to the LC director (the LC director is parallel to the long axis of the display
for GAEA device) impinges perpendicularly onto the entrance window of the device. Different gray
levels are addressed to the display under the default voltage setting (the low and high voltages on
the electrode are 0.5 and 1.5 volts, respectively, enabled by the control software of the GAEA device).
The state of polarization (SOP) of the reflected light is measured with a Stokes polarimeter, which
provides the time-averaged stokes parameters for a time interval longer than the characteristic flicker
period. In Figures 3 and 4, we show the experimental results obtained for the GAEA by applying the
averaged Stokes polarimetric technique demonstrated in [52,53].
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This averaged Stokes polarimetric technique is described as follows; the GAEA device is a
parallel-aligned LCoS device (PA-LCoS), thus it can be considered equivalent to a variable linear
retarder, the retardance of which varies as a function of the applied voltage (gray level). This algorithm
for the retardance calculation is based on Mueller-Stokes formalism and models the linear variable
retarder including retardance instabilities (flicker), wherein the fluctuation of retardance (flicker) is
approximated as a triangula time-d pendent profile. By measuring the Stok s parameters (SOPs) for
the input and output light and for all grey levels displayed on the device, the retardance and flicker
parameters can be obtained by fitting the theoretical expressions and experimental values for each
gray level. Figure 3 is the measurement result for the Stokes parameters of the output reflected light.
S1, S2, and S3 are the measured stokes parameters of the output light versus the gray level. DoP is
short for ‘degree of polarization’, which denotes how much light is polarized.
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Average retandance as a function of the gray level (i.e., the calibrated look-up table (LUT) of
the GAEA device) is calculated by the above mentioned method and is plotted in Figure 4. The LUT
provides the information with which the gray level must be addressed to the screen so that the desired
phase value is written onto the incident light wavefront. From Figure 4, we see that the presented LUT
of the GAEA device is quite linear, which indicates that the device is being well calibrated under the
default voltage setting. The flicker value is different for each grey level and the maximum flicker is
about 35◦ for gray level 120.
One way of reducing the flicker is to lower the temperature of the LCoS device. It has been
proved that a reduction of up to 80% of the flicker is possible when the LCoS is brought to −8 ◦C [54].
Therefore, temperature control electronics can be added to the backplane of the SLM to decrease as
well as stabilize the operating temperature so the impact of temperature drift is minimized.
Fringing Field Effect
When the pixel spacing is smaller than the thickness of the LC layer, the electric field is no longer
homogeneous over a pixel. Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the electrical field across a single
pixel, the phase response is also not constant upon a pixel. Several researchers have illustrated this
fringing field effect [55], which is considered the main limitation to LCoS performance. A width/height
ratio, τE, is used as an indicator of how strong the fringing field is. It is defined in Equation (2), where
W is the width of the electrode and d is the LC cell thickness:
τE =
W
d
. (2)
In one simplified model of the fringing field effect by Uzi Efron [56], where the amplitude
modulation is almost ignored in the modeling, the blazed grating diffraction efficiency is given
quantitatively by:
η ≈ (1− ∆XFB∧ )
2
, (3)
where η is the blazed grating diffraction efficiency, Λ is the length of the grating period, and ∆XFB is
the fly-back zone width, which is defined as the broadening width of the phase profile, particularly in
areas of sharp spatial transition such as blaze resets. This equation is widely used for fast calculation
of the expected diffraction efficiency. In another model built by Lu et al. [57], the near field phase
profile of the grating is observed under a microscope. The profile is then fitted using the error function,
and the diffraction efficiency is calculated by the angular spectrum method. This method provides a
way of diffraction efficiency optimization based on the near field phase profile optimization instead
of the much more typical far field optimization algorithm related to a computer generated hologram
(CGH) [58–60]. The near field optimization method provides a more direct and accurate measurement.
Similar near field approaches [61] are also proposed by measuring the sub-pixel Jones matrices and
modeling the fringing field effect as a low pass filter.
In order to compensate for the diffraction efficiency reduction of the blazed grating due to the
fringing field effect, a voltage profile optimization method has been verified using rigorous numerical
simulation software for liquid crystal devices by X. Wang et al. [62,63]. Especially for small pixel
devices, the deformation of the phase profile is huge compared with that of ideal blazed grating
in the phase reset region. As we can see from the simulation result by X. Wang et al, the efficient
modulation depth for a blazed grating is not able to achieve 2pi when using the LUT obtained for the
uniform screen due to the fringing field effect. Thus, optimization of the diffraction efficiency could
only be done by changing the voltage applied to the electrodes. By changing the voltage of each pixel
in a blazed grating iteratively, the phase value on each electrode could be adjusted to be similar to
that of the desired phase profile. He also analyzed the relationship between the fringing field effect
and various parameters given by rigorous simulation such as pixel size, cell thickness, the electrode
spacing, the voltage profile, the gap between electrodes, the birefringence of the LC material, the pretilt
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angle, the elastic constants, and the surface alignment direction. As shown by the simulation result, a
high birefringence material is critical for wide-angle LC optical phase array for better performance
regarding the diffraction efficiency. Experimental verification of the voltage optimization method has
also been performed. In one study by E. Haellstig [64], a LC SLM with 1 × 4096 small stripe shaped
pixels (1.8 µm) was studied. By using the voltage profile optimization method, the diffraction efficiency
could be improved significantly.
We would like to see whether this voltage optimization method for the diffraction efficiency of
blazed gratings would be useful for the GAEA we have. Further experimental verification is done
and presented in the following. In the case of diffraction efficiency measurements, we use a slightly
modified version of the experimental setup in Figure 2, where a lens is added at the output of the LCoS
to focalize the diffracted orders on the lens focal plane. Light incidents perpendicularly to the GAEA
device. The input light is linearly polarized parallel to the LC director. We display blazed gratings
with different numbers of pixels per period, each pixel corresponding to a phase level. The first order
diffracted intensity is measured with a power meter. This data is presented as the original blazed
grating in Figure 5. We then apply the voltage optimization method. After voltage optimization, the
first order diffracted light of the blazed gratings is measured again, and we can see that the diffraction
efficiency increases dramatically, especially for the small period gratings (large diffraction angel).
The measurement data is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the diffraction angle, calculated with
the grating equation [65], where Λ is the grating period, λ is the wavelength in use, and θ is the
diffracted angle.
sin θ =
λ
∧ (4)
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voltage optimization.
As we can see from Figure 5, the above-mentioned voltage optimization method is proven
to be effective for integer periods of blazed gratings, especially for LCoS with small period sizes
(large diffraction angle). Without considering other factors such as the output fiber position, the
pure crosstalk generated by the LCoS device is represented by the diffraction efficiency of other
higher orders. Thus, higher diffraction effici ncy fo fi st order diffracted light also indicat s a lower
diffraction effici ncy for other orders, i.e., lower crosstalk for the system. As we can see, the diffraction
efficiency for the optimized grating increases wit respect to the non-optimize as t e diffraction angle
increases; this indicates that the crosstalk is reduced compared with original result.
For non-integer periods of blazed grating, due to the inherent large crosstalk induced by the
grating structure itself (even by the ideal phase profile), although the voltage optimization method is
proved to be effective, the crosstalk between different channels is still relatively high.
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For next generation high resolution displays, it is desired not to have ‘crosstalk’ between pixels,
i.e., no fringing field effect. Thus, methods have come up by, for example, inserting a polymer wall
between pixels (15 µm pixel size is demonstrated [66]) or having three electrodes in one pixel to
generate a homogenous electric field [67].
2.2.2. System Level Crosstalk
Given the LCoS device we have (with a certain amount of fringing field effect), there are several
other parameters related to the whole WSS system in the crosstalk estimation, such as output fiber
positions, lens aperture, field spot on the LCoS, and grating pitch. The strategy of reducing system level
crosstalk takes advantage of the inefficient coupling of higher diffraction orders to the output ports.
One approach makes use of computer-generated holograms (CGH) by utilizing the programmable
feature of the device [68–70]. It is by rapidly calculating the phase of the wave function to be displayed
onto the LCoS when the intensity distribution in the diffraction plane is known. The CGH is able to
route light with predictable location and intensity for each diffraction order [71]. Thus, by calculating
the location of the signal and other orders carefully, it becomes more manageable to define the output
fiber position in order to achieve less crosstalk. The Cambridge group combines Gerchberg-Saxton
algorithm and a simulated annealing routine to further reduce the crosstalk between different channels
to <−40 dB and achieves a uniform signal insertion loss for all ports [68].
Similar approaches are proposed, such as wave front encoding, in which a diffractive lens is
written on the SLM. Certain defocusing of the lens could ensure that only one preferred diffraction
order is optimally coupled into the fiber; thus the crosstalk between different channels could be
reduced [72].
Pulse shaping is another widely used technique for crosstalk reduction in optical systems.
The relatively long ‘tails’ of a Gaussian passband leads to accumulated crosstalk; however a flat
passband has greater wavelength misalignment tolerance and better cascadability. Thus, pulse shaping
of the beam coupled from the fiber would be a preferred solution. Examples are given, such as
changing the fiber end to alter the coupling characteristics [73] and the Multi-Plane Light Conversion
method proposed by Bell lab [74].
Other approaches to crosstalk reduction, such as filtering out higher diffraction orders [75], have
also been reported.
2.3. Insertion Loss
The insertion loss is the loss between the input and output ports, which should be uniform over
all input-output connections. As with crosstalk, the insertion loss is also related to multiple parameters,
such as the polarization and phase modulation of the device, reflectance of LCoS, output fiber position,
and the coupling characteristics of the fiber.
In this section, we would like to focus on one physical effect which is mainly related to smaller
pixel devices, i.e., the fringing electric field effect.
The fringing electric field effect is quite obvious with small pixel size devices when horizontal
gratings are written on the device (light is diffracted vertically). Due to the electric fringing field
caused by the difference of the voltages applied to the neighboring pixels, the liquid crystal molecule
is forced to rotate in the x–y plane (LC rotates in x–z plane for grey level representation); thus, the
output light is being polarization modulated. Such a twist, induced by the applied electrical field,
will on one hand minimize the fly-back region and, on the other hand, introduce losses for the WSS
system when one polarizing beam combiner (PBC) is used at the output to recombine two polarizations
together. Due to the nature of the twist, which is related to the voltage setting, its effect could be slightly
reduced by lowering the voltage applied to the LC layer. Such polarization and intensity modulation
characteristics of LC gratings have been extensively studied by He et al. and Scott Harris [76,77].
We experimentally verify this effect. As in the experimental setup in Figure 2, horizontal gratings
are written on the SLM, with the help of the Stokes polarimeter, we measure the SOP for the diffracted
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light. The incident light is linearly polarized along the director axis of the LCoS; however the output
light is not polarized along the LC director axis. Thus, we conclude that the SOP for the input light is
being polarization modulated. In fact, the result of the polarimeter shows that the diffracted beam
is elliptically polarized. It is unusual that the diffracted light is being polarization modulated for a
phase-only SLM. We would like to know how much loss is induced by this effect to the whole WSS
system. We put an output polarizer (transmission axis parallel to the one of the input polarizer) in the
reflected path, replace the polarimeter once again for the power meter, and further calculate the loss of
the transition with and without the output polarizer.
As we can see from Figure 6, the losses for different grating periods are also different, which
indicates the non-uniformity of the loss for different output ports. From Figure 6, we could conclude
that the loss increases when the grating period decreases. It would be possible to program the phase
pattern so that the output signals are attenuated to achieve a uniformity of loss.
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3. The Trend of LCoS Device for Future WSS Module
Although the WSS based on LCoS devices has been researched for long time [78,79], the
requirements on the WSS system [80–85] have evolved rapidly in recent years. In the following,
we briefly introduce the development of WSS in recent years. Functions such as fl x gird, M × N WSS,
the comb nation of WSS with SDM syst ms, a d so o are being demonstrated. Flex grid is considered
to be the main feature for next generation networks. The traditional standard Telecommunication
Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-T) grid with fixed spacing
(i.e., 50 GHz) induces an inefficient use of the optical spectra and limits the transmission capacity.
The flex grid allows different modulation formats to coexist and be efficiently and densely multiplexed,
thus helps to extend the reach and per channel bit rate of future optical networks. M×N WSS has been
demonstrated in past years by LCoS devices. Although 1 × N WSS is widely used in the deployment
of ROADM, M × N WSS serves as another option for f ture metro-traffic trends [86], which provides
flexibility for complex mesh optical networks [81]. In future networks, furt er extending of the capacity
could be solved by space division multiplexing (SDM). Thus, combining WSS with SDM would be
quite promising to achieve economic viability [87].
Based on the result we have for the GAEA device, we propose or explain more possible
optimization directions for WSS development.
3.1. Faster LCoS Response for Fast r WSS Switching
In Section 2.1, we have shown that zero twisted ECB is advantageous for phase only modulation
with its response time on the scale of 10–100 ms. However, faster response is demanding in lots of
applications. The researchers are continuously exploring new materials or ways to generate a faster
response tim . Bel w is a brief discussion of the recent achievements.
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The development of faster response LC materials such as Blue-Phase liquid crystal proposed by
the University of Central Florida [88], is demonstrated to be of high potential for its use in SLM with
the function of polarization insensitive modulation. The direction of future research into this kind of
LC material would be to lower the operation voltage, reduce hysteresis, and improve properties such
as stability and contrast [89,90]. Other approaches for example beam steering with liquid crystal phase
grating is also able to achieve faster response (<10 ms) and adjustable switching angles. This phase
grating is made of fringe field switching (FFS) liquid crystal (LC) cells. It serves an alternative way of
beam steering functions [91].
3.2. Higher Reflectivity of the LCoS Front Cover Plate for Lower WSS Loss
The reflection loss is quite large for LCoS designed for telecomm applications. For example, the
reflectivity of the GAEA device is about 72% with a 4% fluctuation due to the interference effect in the
multilayer structure. With an antireflection coating on the backplane, the pure reflectivity could be
improved by about 6%. However a higher driving voltage may be required in order to have the same
modulation depth.
3.3. Smaller LCoS Pixel Size for Higher Number of WSS Ports Counts
A WSS with more output ports [92] is quite demanding, which helps to handle a large number of
channels as well as provide a simple system configuration. Methods [93–95] are proposed by using a
planar lightwave circuit (PLC) as spot size converter to decrease the physical size of the spot or by
using a Bragg reflector waveguide with a high deflection angle (small waveguide spacing or pitch
size). The principle behind these methods is illustrated by the following equation.
The maximum port-count based on LCoS can be calculated by Equation (5):
Nport = θmax × f /Parray, (5)
where θmax is the maximum deflection angle of LCoS, which is roughly ±1◦ in common designs; f is
the focal length; and Parray is the pitch of the waveguide array.
As we can see from Equation (5), high deflection angle corresponds to more port-counts. Smaller
pixel sized LCoS also help to achieve more output ports. If we compare gratings composed of same
number of pixels in a period, the pitch of the grating (d) for smaller pixel devices is also smaller. As we
can see from Equation (4), the diffraction angle θm is thus bigger when the pitch is smaller. Together
with Equation (5), we could conclude that smaller pixel devices would provide more ports.
However, as we discussed in the above sections, the pixel size is not only related to the maximum
number of the output ports; it is also related with other physical effects such as the fringing field effect,
the fringing electric field effect, and so on. All these physical effects are detrimental to the performance
of the whole system. Thus, it is desirable to make a trade-off of all these factors due to the requirement
of the system and choose the proper pixel size.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the LCoS SLM for the WSS application. We have investigated the
fundamental physics of LCoS, which affect three important parameters; response time, crosstalk, and
insertion loss. The response time of the device is mainly related to the LC material and the driver
electronics. Crosstalk is caused by various effects from the LCoS device and from the whole WSS
system point of view. An important method to mitigate crosstalk is CGH; however its performance
is limited by the specification of the device itself. The insertion loss comes from the insertion loss of
the fiber, reflection loss, and loss induced by polarization modulation. All these specifications are
experimentally and theoretically studied in this paper based on 10 megapixels LCoS, the GAEA device.
In order to have the optimal performance of the whole system, all the physical effects should be taken
into account and need to be balanced with each other.
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To fulfill the future requirements of the WSS system, the LCoS needs to be further optimized, by
developing new LC materials and a smarter driving board for faster response time, implementing
higher resolution (e.g., 8 K) for a higher number of ports, building polymer walls between pixels for
suppressing crosstalk, etc.
Compared with micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) based WSS, although the LCoS based
WSS has disadvantages of insertion loss, switching speeds, polarization dependent loss, wavelength
range, and the number of ports, it is more advantageous in terms of phase modulation capability
and programmable features. Therefore the WSS based LCoS could be considered very promising in
the future.
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